For more information or to order your e-pill device contact:

**Peace of Mind**

Our e-pill devices are designed to help patients never forget to take their medications again. They can also help to:

- Preserve patient independence.
- Improve health by promoting patient compliance.
- Reduce medication errors and non-adherence.
- Reduce caregiver stress.

*Weekly* Semi-Automatic Pill Dispenser
- Easy Set-Up & Simple to Use
- Large Pill Capacity
- Dispenses Medication Up to 3 times per day
- Installs under or inside kitchen cabinet
- Dosing Window shows DOSE LAST TAKEN
- Use with Smartphone or e-pill Alarm Watch, Pill Timer, or Alarm Clock

**Size:** 6 3/4” x 6 3/4” x 2”
**Weight:** 21 oz  **SKU:** 820534
**Capacity:** 25 aspirin sized pills per Medication Event
**Retail Price:** $79.95

**e-pill® MedGlider Daily**

The e-pill MedGlider an easy-to-use electronic pill box with 4 alarms. This timer and pill box combination has 4 compartments with room for multiple pills. The unique "Missed Pill Indicator" will display on the screen if a dose is missed. The alarms auto-reset every day and are easy to set and change.

- Daily Pill Box and Timer
- Easy Set-Up and Simple to Use
- Alarms up to 4 Times per Day
- Missed Pill Indicator flashes if Dose is Missed
- Large Pill Capacity
- Fits Easily in Pocket or Purse

**Size:** 4 1/2” x 1 1/2” x 1”
**Weight:** 4 oz  **SKU:** 832521
**Capacity:** 25 aspirin sized pills per Medication Event
**Retail Price:** $49.95

**e-pill®** | Medication Reminders
49 Walnut St, Bldg 4  
Wellesley, MA 02481, USA

facebook.com/epill  
MedicationReminders

twitter.com/epillReminders

1.800.549.0095

www.epill.com

Never forget to take your medications again

epill.com  1.800.549.0095
Pill box timers from e-pill® can help your patient or loved one remember to take the right medications, at the right time, in the right dosage. Our pill box alarm timers are easy to use and simple to set.

**e-pill® Multi-Alarm PLUS**
The e-pill Multi-Alarm PLUS can be programmed for up to 37 times per day. There is an alarm for each hour and half-hour starting from 6AM-Midnight. The alarm will sound for 10 seconds on 10 seconds off for up to 4 minutes (or until STOP button is pressed). If medication is not taken when alarm sounds, a missed pill message “MISSED PILL?” flashes on display. This pillbox timer comes with a slide out pill tray with 7 compartments for your medications.

- Alarms can remind up to 37 times per day on the hour or half hour from 6AM-Midnight
- Timer that auto-resets every day at midnight
- Includes a “MISSED PILL” Indicator on Timer
- Easy to Open Pill Tray with 7 compartments
- Easy to Read Display

**e-pill® 7 Day Weekly Organizer & Reminder**
The e-pill 7 Day Weekly Organizer & Reminder comes complete with 7 pillboxes for each day of the week. Each pill box has 4 large compartments labeled Morning, Noon, Evening, and Night. The portable timer is easy-to-set and allows you to program up to 37 daily alarms.

- Alarms can remind up to 37 times per day on the hour or half hour from 6AM-Midnight
- Timer that auto-resets every day at midnight
- Includes a “MISSED PILL” Indicator on Timer
- Pill Boxes are labeled with Days of the Week and with Braille
- Flexible system with large capacity
- Durable, convenient canvas bag
- Dishwasher safe pill boxes

**Size of Canvas Bag:** 6 1/2” x 6 1/2” x 2”
**Size of Daily Organizer:** 6 1/4” x 1 7/8” x 13/16”
**Weight:** 17 oz  
**Daily Alarms:** Up to 37
**Capacity:** 25 aspirin sized pills per Medication Event
**Retail Price:** $69.95  
**SKU:** 960618

**e-pill® 4 Alarm Vibrating Pocket Pill Box**
One of our most popular medication reminders due to its size and ease of use, the e-pill Vibrating Pocket Pill Box is a small and versatile device. It can alarm up to 4 daily auto-repeating alarms by Vibration, Beeping or Both. A four compartment pill box on the back holds all needed daily medications. It can fit in a man’s shirt pocket or a woman’s purse easily. It also reminds the user with a “snooze” function after the initial alarm, repeating after 4 and 8 minutes.

- Up to 4 Daily Alarms - No Reset Required
- Vibration/Loud Sound Alarm or Both
- Clock and Alarms are Easy to Set
- Fits easily in Purse or Pocket
- Medical Snooze - alarms repeat after 4 and 8 min.
- Easy to Read Display with Backlight

**Size:** 2 3/4” x 2 1/2” x 7/8”
**Weight:** 3 oz  
**Daily Alarms:** Up to 4
**Capacity:** 8 aspirin sized pills per Medication Event
**Retail Price:** $44.95  
**SKU:** 960622

**e-pill® Multi-Alarm TimeCap**
The e-pill Multi-Alarm TimeCap is a simple and super easy device to use to help manage your medications. The visual and sounding alarm can be programmed up to 24 times per day. This device will indicate the last DAY and TIME medications have been taken. This is perfect for one or multiple medications.

- LAST OPENED indicator is automatically set; displays the DAY and TIME.
- Can be used for all pills
- Up to 24 Daily Alarms (Set Alarms on the Hour)
- Easy to Use and Set pill timer
- Pill bottle included or use your own bottle
- Shown to significantly increase Medication Adherence in Clinical Studies

**Size:** 2”x1”  
**Digital Display:** 1/4”
**Weight:** 1.6 oz  
**Daily Alarms:** Up to 24
**Retail Price:** $34.00  
**SKU:** 941457

Free Standard Shipping in the US
All Batteries are Included